
Treasury produced the first Federal Reserve Notes (FRNs) with a legal tender clause as the Series 
of 1934 in July 1934. Initially, though, they intended to retain the 1928 series date for that type. To this 
end, in May 1934 the BEP produced a handful of Series of 1928D $10 FRN face plates with legal tender 
clauses. However, a policy change that summer by top-level Treasury management rendered the plates 
unnecessary.  

Congress revamped the nation's entire currency system to an absolute legal tender system with 
passage of the Gold Reserve Act in January 1934. Currency was no longer redeemable for gold or silver, 
but rather only for other legal tender. For the first time, the value of all U.S. currency was on par.  

This fundamental change required new legal tender clauses on all then current currency classes. 
Although minor differences existed among classes, at the least the new clauses included the wording: 
"This note is legal tender for all debts public and private." 

The BEP began preparing new plates with legal tender clauses soon after the act became 
effective. These included Series of 1928E $1 Julian-Morgenthau plates in February 1934, and in March, 
Series of 1928C $2 and Series of 1928B $5 United States Notes plates. 

In April, William Broughton, Public Debt Service Commissioner, circulated to Treasury officials 
a model of a $10 FRN with a revised legal tender clause1 that read, "This note is legal tender for all debts 
public and private, and is redeemable in lawful money at the United States Treasury, or at any Federal 
Reserve Bank." This contrasted the obligation on earlier types of 1928-series FRNs, which stated, 
"Redeemable in gold on demand at the United States Treasury, or in gold or lawful money at any Federal 
Reserve Bank."  

Broughton and BEP Director Alvin Hall proposed to retain the 1928-series date on the model:2  
As there has been no change whatever in the design of the note or in the 
expressed obligation to pay a stated number of dollars, Mr. Hall and I 
propose to retain the former series designation--1928--with the addition 
of the next following letter "E" to indicate a minor change, the 
designation accordingly being "Series of 1928E," as shown on the model. 

Small Notes 
by Jamie Yakes 

Legal Tender Series of 1928D $10 FRNs 

Fig. 1. Proof from Series of 1928D $10 FRN face plate 1 The obligation clause has no mention of 
gold, unlike other 1928-series FRNs. (National Numismatic Collection/Peter Huntoon.) 
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Broughton and Hall were following precedent set with Series of 1928E $1 silver certificates 
introduced in February 1934. At the time, Treasury decided that the new clause on those notes didn't 
warrant a new series date, just a change in the series letter.    

The reference to Series of 1928E is interesting. Treasury Secretary Henry Morgenthau approved 
the model on April 18. However, on April 24, a $10 die based on the model was circulated to Treasury 
officials,3 but was labeled "Series of 1928D." Broughton provided this clarification: 

The designation "Series of 1928E" was made up from the record, which 
showed that the designation "Series of 1928D" was assigned when the 
die was changed for the signature "W. H. Woodin." As no use of such 
changed die has been made or will be made, the former designation has 
been canceled, and has been applied to the present change. 

The Series of 1928D that Broughton referenced were FRNs bearing Woods-Woodin signatures 
with the gold obligation and redemption clause made obsolete by the Gold Reserve Act. The BEP only 
made $5 1928D plates, and only for New York, Cleveland, and Atlanta, between May 1933 and February 
1934. They only printed Atlanta $5s, of which only a few tens of thousands were issued into circulation. 
Today, the notes are avidly coveted by collectors. 

Production of the gold-clause 1928-series FRNs ceased in February 1934. In May, the BEP 
started making the new legal tender clause Series of 1928D $10 Julian-Morgenthau FRN faces for 
Boston, New York, and Chicago. They finished only three New York faces between May 23-June 4, but 
never used them. 

Instead, Broughton and Hall4 decided in June 1934 to use the Series of 1934 for the new series of 
FRNs and Silver Certificates issued under the Gold Reserve Act. The BEP began producing lower-
denomination 1934 SC and FRN face plates in July. By October, they had on hand bulk quantities of 
finished $5 and $10 FRN faces and started sending them to press. The first notes reached circulation in 
November. 

The never-used Series of 1928D $10 FRN face plates were canceled in April 1935. Proofs from 
the three certified New York plates reside in the National Numismatic Collection in Washington, D.C. 
(see figure). These are all that remain of these plates--an incremental, but bypassed step in the great 
change in U. S. currency implemented by Roosevelt's New Deal Treasury.  
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